Jeannette Wibmer, Attorney-at-Law and Partner of
Birgelen Wehrli Attorneys, Zurich, discusses the quality
and effectiveness of the economic and trademark law
framework in Switzerland wich position its jurisdiction as
internationally attractive also for the settling of global
trademark disputes in and out of court in Switzerland.

SWITZERLAND
3. Opposition proceedings against
new trademark registrations in Switzerland

Quite to the contrary, only trademarks which are either famous or at
least well-known in Switzerland benefit from a special protection
regime irrespective of a trademark registration. The first under the
well established so-called ‘Coca Cola’ practice – which is also codified
in the Swiss Federal Act on the Protection of Trademarks and Indications
of Origin (‘Trademark Protection Act’) – the second under Article 6bis
Paris Convention and the Swiss Unfair Competition Act, provided
that they have acquired both distinctiveness through use and, on top,
significant goodwill within the Swiss market. Apart from such special
cases, usually only trademarks registered here as such are protected
against counterfeiting and may be enforced against younger trademark
registrations in Switzerland.
It merits to be stressed in the respect that the Swiss IPI only examines
so-called absolute rights of trademark protection refusal (which e.g.
exist for generic, purely descriptive, promotional or deceptive signs in
Switzerland) ex officio within this Swiss registration procedure, however
not prior trademark rights of third parties (i.e. so-called relative
rights of refusal). Unlike for European Union trademarks, owners of
possibly similar or identical prior registered trademark are not officially
alerted by the Swiss IPI of any new Swiss trademark applications in
a new international trademark application under the Madrid Union.
Thus, it is paramount for owners of trademarks that are valuable
in Switzerland to constantly monitor new Swiss trademark applications
as well as designations of Switzerland under the Madrid Union. Upon
application, Swiss trademarks are officially published in the public
Swiss IPI database www.swissreg.ch, where you can do searches for
them and their status – this is also available over the Internet from
abroad. The WIPO likewise publishes new registrations in the
‘Romarin’ database. It is customary to delegate this monitoring task
to specialized trademark service providers with a view to avoid any
oversights. Trademark owners will then be able to start opposition
proceedings against new Swiss national trademark registrations or
new designations of Switzerland under the Madrid Union in time
(see below, Point 3)
On an international level, you may also wish to note that the Swiss
Federal Customs Administration is authorized to notify any trademark
right holder if it suspects that any imminent import, transit, or
export of goods would infringe such trademark right holder’s rights
in Switzerland. To that effect, a trademark right holder may file a
written application for assistance to the Swiss Federal Customs
Administration. Upon notification of any import, transit or export,
the trademark right holder can then apply for customs clearance to
be refused if it suspects that the affected goods would infringe its
trademark rights in Switzerland. If the Customs Administration
withholds goods based on such requests, the trademark right holder
may then submit an application within 10 days to the competent
judge requesting preliminary seizure and other precautionary measures
to be taken (see below, Point 4).

If a Swiss trademark registration by a third party, which is identical
or very similar to your prior Swiss trademark is published on
www.swissreg.ch, you can submit a written opposition against it to
the Swiss IPI within three months of its publication. For international
trademark registrations under the Madrid Union with Switzerland as
designated country, this period does not begin until the first day of
the month following the publication by WIPO. The official opposition
fee of CHF 800.-- must also be paid to the Swiss IPI within these
deadlines.
Such opposition proceedings are a simple, comparatively inexpensive,
and fast trademark dispute resolution procedure in Switzerland.
Depending on the circumstances of the particular case, the parties
involved exchange one or two briefs as to the following aspects:
1)Whether the signs registered as trademarks may be confused,
2)Whether the conflicting products and services for which they are
protected are identical or similar and
3)Whether there exists, taking into account all circumstances of the
particular case, a risk of confusion for the targeted customers in
Switzerland.
The challenged younger trademark owner may also claim, that the
prior trademark right of its opponent has not been used within
Switzerland for the past five years. In addition, an interested younger
trademark owner may – since 1 January 2017 – also proactively lodge
a non-use revocation action before the Swiss IPI.
The submitting of such a written opposition or a non-use
revocation action and the related exchange of briefs then also often
offers the involved parties an opportunity to get in touch with each
other out of court with a view to negotiate a mutual cease and desist
agreement. In such a contractual settlement agreement, they can
mutually delimit their areas of business interests with the goal of a
mutually prosperous co-existence of their conflicting trademarks in
the future. To foster such an applicable settlement, the Swiss IPI
is, upon mutual consent by both parties (which can any time be
withdrawn by either party), willing to stay the opposition proceedings
for as long as the parties are negotiating a settlement and consenting
to stay. If they reach a settlement and the Swiss IPI does not have to
decide on the opposition or non-use revocation action, the Swiss IPI
may then even reduce its official fees up to 50%.
In case no settlement can be reached and the Swiss IPI’s decision
is made, an appeal against it may be submitted to the Swiss Federal
Administrative Court within 30 days. This court’s opposition decision
then is final. All Swiss opposition decisions, and all official revocation
actions, are officially published on https://ph.ige.ch/ph/ and on
www.bger.ch.
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licensing and transfer of rights, provided there exists Swiss jurisdiction.
For declaratory actions, the plaintiff may file suit only before the court
at the domicile of the defendant or, if the defendant has no domicile
in Switzerland, at the registered office of its representative. If the
defendant has no representative in Switzerland, the plaintiff must sue
at the seat of the Swiss IPI in Berne where an infringing younger
trademark is registered.
Most cantons have designated their higher court as the sole cantonal
instance for such trademark disputes. However, four larger cantons
(Argovia, Berne, Saint Gall and Zurich) submit trademark-related
disputes to their cantonal Commercial Courts. In the absence of US
style pre-trial discovery, jury trials, cross-examination of witnesses,
and other typically US style features or a UK style distinction between
solicitors and barristers, the Swiss court and bar systems promote a
rather expedited and cost efficient trademark litigation.
Infringements are – as with opposition proceedings – again uses of
an identical or similar sign for identical or similar goods or services
resulting, depending on all circumstances of the particular case, in a
likelihood of confusion for the targeted Swiss customer. The infringing
mark must generally be used in commerce and as a trademark, and
not only in a descriptive or decorative way. The exclusive licensee of
a trademark may bring a separate action before the competent court,
irrespective of whether or not the license has been registered in the
Swiss trademark registry www.swissreg.ch. The scope of protection of
a famous trademark under the above-mentioned Coca Cola practice
is enhanced in Switzerland, as it is not limited to the goods and services
claimed in the respective trademark registration.
Moreover, Swiss law protects unregistered marks to the extent that
they are well known within the meaning of Article 6bis of the Paris
Convention here.

Swiss law does not specifically provide for mediation and arbitration
with respect to trademark infringements. However, certain courts apply
meditation techniques in the course of trademark litigation. For
instance, the Commercial Court of Zurich routinely summons both
parties after the first exchange of briefs to a so-called ‘conciliatory
settlement hearing’ (Referentenaudienz). The judge presents his or her
preliminary assessment of the facts and legal merits of the case and
then actively works in a hands-on managerial style to amicably solve
the dispute between the parties. Thus, it is paramount for each party to
be as convincing as possible in its first brief and to include all relevant
information, arguments, and written evidence. This further helps to
streamline the process and focus on the real issues. Swiss Commercial
Courts finally also accept evidence, however not briefs, in English,
which also makes them suitable for international trademark disputes.
In addition, also arbitration may be used for disputes over trademarks
registered in Switzerland. The decision of the arbitration tribunal,
such as e.g. the cancellation of a trademark, will – like in the United
States and unlike in many other countries – also be recognized and
enforced by the Swiss IPI. Nevertheless, trademark-related arbitrations
occur most frequently with respect to trademark license and coexistence agreements, which include arbitration clauses, however not
so often in relation to trademark registrations as such.
Trademark decisions of the cantonal courts can be appealed only
once to the Swiss Federal Supreme Court, which does, however, not
allow for a full review of the case. Factual issues can only be reviewed
if the previous instance relied on facts, which are obviously wrong.
New evidence is only admissible if the lower instance based its
decision on findings, which make it necessary to introduce such new
facts and evidence on appeal. The decisions of the Swiss Federal
Supreme Court are final and published on www.bger.ch.

4. Court and arbitration proceedings for
trademark infringements in Switzerland
The trademark right holder of a Swiss trademark has the exclusive
right to use its trademark to identify the goods or services for which
it is registered. Any person whose trademark is infringed, or under
threat of infringement, may bring an action before the competent
Swiss courts. These are – in international trademark disputes involving
at least one foreign party – either at the Swiss place of incorporation,
at the address of the infringer, or where the trademark infringement
took place or had its effect in Switzerland, i.e. where a seizing customs
authority is located.
Civil litigation, and therefore trademark infringement proceedings,
are adjudicated by the cantonal courts in the 26 Swiss cantons which
are competent to hear all sorts of trademark disputes, including
disputes concerning trademark infringement, nullity, ownership,
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